LIVE IN THE NEW SMART CENTER OF NEW YORK

The Hotel Montclair is located in the very heart of the fashionable Park Avenue district—the world-famous residential and shopping center of New York's elite. 800 sunny outside rooms. Every room with bath, shower and radio. Adjacent to Grand Central and B. & O. Bus Terminal . . . only a few minutes from Pennsylvania Station.

★

NOTHING FINER IN HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS AT THESE RATES

SINGLE ROOMS from $2.50 to $5.00 per day. WEEKLY from $15.00
DOUBLE ROOMS from $3.50 to $6.00 per day. WEEKLY from $21.00

HOTEL MONTCLAIR
Lexington Avenue, 49th to 50th Sts., N. Y. C.

WWGA Junior Tournament Suggests Pro Interest

WOMEN'S WESTERN Golf Ass'n Junior championship, to be played at Evanston G. C. (Chicago district) July 24-27, should have one of the biggest fields of the 1933 season if pros in the WWGA district get on the job. The Women's Western territory extends west from a line drawn north and south through Buffalo.

The championship is open to girls under 18 who never have competed in a Women's Western major championship. There is no entrance fee and there are enough flights to make sure that every player has competition.

Although the championship is the only major championship for girls in the country, its field in 1932 was only 32 players. This year with the Century of Progress exhibition at Chicago it is expected that a number of families may be visiting the Chicago territory around the time of the WWGA Junior championship so the lassies could play in this championship.

Almost every pro has several girls he is confident would make great players were they aroused to a keen interest. Fathers and mothers are interested in the golf development of these youngsters. So if the pros don't step into this opportunity for making themselves stronger with parents by training candidates for the WWGA Junior championship, they are missing one of their best bets.

Advanced Short Course Planned at University of Chicago

SOME "HIGHER EDUCATION" in greenkeeping is to be provided by a short course to be held at the University of Chicago, the latter part of March. Definite dates are to be set and details of program arranged at a meeting of the Midwest Greenkeepers' Assn., Sherman Hotel, Chicago, March 8.

Under direction of Dr. Kraus and Dr. Harrison of the U of C, a group of greenkeepers limited to around 15 because of shortage of laboratory equipment, will be given schooling in the elements of plant physiology.

HIDDEN SAND traps are unfair. Sand should be thrown part way up the banks so that they are clearly visible from where the shot is being played, provided the hole is being played correctly.